
VIMACLEAN

Concentrated cleaning liquid for ceramic tiles

Properties 

VIMACLEAN is a concentrated cleaning liquid (based on organic acid), for cleaning 
cement and lime and respective mortars, as well as scale and rust.

Applications 

VIMACLEAN is ideal for cleaning ceramic tiles, stone overlays, paving and concrete 
surfaces from lime, cement, plaster and joint grout residues.

In addition, it is suitable for fighting off lime scale and rust. 

VIMACLEAN is also ideal for cleaning building tools.

How to use - Consumption 

VIMACLEAN diluted with water at a ratio:

1 part by volume VIMACLEAN
5 -10 parts by volume water

Impregnate well the surface to be cleaned and after 2-3 minutes clean using a hard 
brush (not a wire brush). 
Repeat cleaning in difficult cases. 

CAUTION! VIMACLEAN contains organic acid and is corrosive.  Do not use metal 
containers and tools for applying VIMACLΕAN.
On marble surfaces always carry out a preliminary check in order to find out whether 
VIMACLEAN creates stains! 
Moreover, you should not use VIMACLEAN on decorative wall tiles without testing first, 
as it can cause alterations. 

Cleaning of tools
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After use, the surface and tools should be washed with plenty of water.

Storage  

At least 12 months in areas protected against high temperatures   (< 30 οC)

Hygiene Measures- Precautions

Use protective goggles and gloves when applying VIMACLEAN. 
Make sure that the area is well ventilated when applying the product indoors. 
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